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At nine o'clock on the evening of March seventeenth, one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight the Commonwealth of
Kentucky lost one of its greatest educators, Thomas Jackson
Coates, President of Eastern Teachers College. It is with pro-
found regret that we realize he is no longer our leader. He has
been carried to the land of immortality; he has ascended into
eternity. He is one of the countless numbers who have answered
to the call of "not my will but Thy will be done."
Mr. Coates clearly saw and grasped the rural educational
problems of Kentucky. He appreciated the problems of the
Commonwealth more than any other Kentuckian of his time.
With this as a background he was selected as the leader of the
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers College
eleven years ago. This enabled him to visualize the possibilities
of making Eastern a great educational institution for those who
intended entering the field of teaching in Kentucky.
During his administration Eastern grew from a Normal School
to a standard college with the privilege of granting bachelors' de-
grees. Through his efforts Eastern has been admitted to the State
Association of Colleges, the National Association of Teachers
Colleges, and will carry on athletics under the rules and regula-
tions specified by the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Two years ago he obtained an appropriation large enough to
complete the building of Burnam Hall and to erect a new ad-
ministration building. The last efforts of this great educator
were accomplished when the recent General Assembly granted an
appropriation that will provide for the building of a new gymna-
sium and an auditorium.
President Coates has given his life that Eastern should live.
Eastern is living and thanks to his untiring work in her behalf it
will continue to live. The memory of President Coates will re-
main at Eastern. The beautiful buildings erected during his ad-
ministration stand as a tribute to his memory.
Thomas Jackson Coates
FOREWORD
A S YOU follow the trail into your land of lomor-
^row, may this the 1928 MILESTONE help you to
remember the happy companionship of these days, the
loyal friendship, and the ideals that have been yours
while here.
It is in a sincere attempt to make this keep-sake truly
reflect the atmosphere and life of this institution that
we have introduced a number of innovations. We hope
that this may ever be a reminder of Eastern Teachers
College, as it is today one of Kentucky's most prominent
schools, which faces the unexplored possibilities of
the <rreat future.
DEDICATION
We respectfullx dedicate this volume of
The Milestone
to
C. E. Caldwell
A. B., A. M.
as a mark of appreciation for the unfailing courtesy
and kindness which has characterized his every
relation with this institution.
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The FACULTY
Eleven
H. L. DONOVAN, A. B., A. M. and Ph. D.
President
HOMER E. COOPER, A. M. and Ph. D.
Dean of the Faculty
R. E. JAGGERS, A. B. and A. M.
Education
M. E. MATTOX, B. S. and A. M.
Education—Registrar
MARIE L. ROBERTS
Graduate Western College for W omen,
Oxford, Ohio, Dean of Women
FALLEN CAMPBELL
Acting Director of Extension and
Field Agent
CHARLES A. KEITH, A. B. and A. M.
History and Social Science
Dean of Men
R. A. EDWARDS, A. B. and A. M.
Director of the Training School
Twelve
A. J. LAWRENCE, B. C. S.
Commercial Education
A. B. CARTER, B. S. and A. M.
Physical Welfare and Farm Manager
RUTH DIX, B. S. and M. S.
Home Economics
EDITH G. FORD, A. B.
Commercial Education
VIRGINIA STORY, B, S.
Critic, Grade +
MRS. GLADYS TYNG, B. S.
Critic, Grade 6
KATIE CARPENTER
Graduate of Eastern Teachers College
Rural Critic—Kavanauah School
MRS. MARY B. DEANE, A. B.
Geography
Thirteen
EDNA ZELLHOEFER, A. B. and A. M.
English
PEARL BUCHANAN, A. B.
Reading and Expression
SMITH PARK, B. S. and A. M.
Mathematics and Physics
VIRGIL E. BURNS, A. B.
Civics
GEORGE N. HEMBREE, B. C. S.
Physical Education for Men
GEORGE DRURY SMITH, A. B. and B. S.
Nature Study
REBECCA THOMPSON, B. S.
Critic, Grade 4
MAUDE GIBSON
Graduate Lebanon Normal University—Art
Fourteen
MARGARET LINGENFELSER
Critic, Grade 2
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY, B. S.
Geography
JOHN ORR STEWART, JR.,
A. B. and A. M.
Public School Music
MEREDITH J. COX, A. B. and A. M.
Chemistry
ANNA A. SCHNIEB, A. B. and A. M.,
Education
MARY FLOYD, A. B.
History and English
HAMBLETON TAPP, A. B. and A. M.
English
J. V. HARVEY, A. B. and A. M.
Biology
Fifteen
W. C. JONES, B. S. and A. M.
Mathematics
W. J. MOORE, A. B., and A. M.
Education
MARY KING BURRIER, B. S. and A. M.
Home Economics
RUBY RUSH, A. B.
Special Critic Teacher, Grades 7, 8, 9
E. D. MESNER, A. B. and A. M.
Psychology
NOBLE G. DENISTON, B. S.
Industrial Arts
MARY ESTELLE REID,
Graduate of Library Administration,
University of Nashville—Librarian
MAE POWELL, B. S.
Critic, Grade 5
Sixteen
GEO. GUMBERT, B. S. G. O. BRYANT, A. B.
Agriculture Mathematics
KATHERINE ROBERTS, A. B. ISABEL BENNETT, A. B.
French and English Assistant Librarian
RACHEL ACREE, B. S. MRS. EMMA Y. CASE, A. B.
Critic, Home Economics— Training School Cr tic Ruial School—Green's Chapel School
REX W. COX, B. S. and M. S. I. H. BOOTHE, B. Ped.,
Agriculture Mathematics
Seventeen
CORA LEE, A. B.
Special Critic, Grades 7, 8 and 9
HELEN H. RUSSELL, A. B.
Physical Education for Women
SAMUEL WALKER, A. B.
Education
H. H. BROCK, A. B.
Correspondence Department
J. T. DORR1S, A. B„ A. M. and Ph. U.
Social Science
EUGENE PEARSON, A. B.
English
JANE F. CAMPBELL, A. B.
Piano
MRS. STANTON B. HUME
Kentucky Presbyterian Normal School-
Industrial Arts
Eighteen
ROY B. CLARK, A. B. and A. M.
English
W. L. KEENE, B. S. and A. M.
English
ELIZA HUGHES
Graduate New Haien School,
Physical Education
J. C. CARROLL, B. S. and M. S.
Mathematics
MAY C. HANSEN
Graduate Oshkosh State Normal School-
Critic, Grade i
MABEL POLLITT, A. B. and A. M.
Latin
J. W. SCUDDER, A. B. and M. D.
Physiology and Hygiene
MINNIE PIGG
Graduate Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School and Teachers College
Assistant Green's Chapel School
Nineteen
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Twenty
Board of Regents
Hon. W. C. Bell, Frankfort, Kentucky, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ex-Ojficio Chairman.
Hon. J. W. Cammack, Owenton, Kentucky.
Hon. C. F. Weaver, Ashland, Kentucky.
Hon. H. M. Brock, Harlan, Kentucky.
Hon. J. A. Sullivan, Richmond, Kentucky.
Pres. H. L. Donovan, Richmond, Kentucky.
Dean H. E. Cooper, Richmond, Kentucky.
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The SENIO
Thirty-one
aOur Senior Class <n
"Come in, - ' Mrs. Hubbard's voice sounded from within. It was the spring of 1929. The
senior class of the preceding year of E. T. C. was at home for the first class reunion since
commencement a year before. It was not long until the members of the class again showed
their loyalty by being present. It was inevitable that the trend of conversation should drift
along old college days at Eastern.
"Remember how we stood in line in Roark to get enrolled for our first semester's work?"
"Gee, I'll say I remember that. I'll never forget those three days of standing. I never stood
so much before then or since and never expect to again."
"How many of us would have returned home then if we had the train fare? I'll venture
to say most of us."
"I would," rang out every member. "After we were enrolled and had become acquainted
with college routine we elected Bill Tuttle president."
"Yes, and didn't we have a big time that year. The boys' initiation consisted of wear-
ing red and white caps that resembled the cap of the Sultan of Turkey, while the initiation
for the girls was the wearing of different colored hose. We girls were good sports too. We
each purchased two of the brightest colored hose in town and wore them."
"Our sophomore year is well worth remembering too. We gave the freshmen initiation
but the bovs refused to abide by our requests while the girls willingly wore big red hair
ribbons. Their hard luck not over because they failed to enter into the spirit of freshmen
college life."
"Wasn't Tom Eversole our president?"
"Yes, he was good too, not criticising Claude Farley or Lawrence Wagers during our
junior and senior years."
"That was when I did my practice teaching. Didn't you? Those children in the Training
School surely had a good time with us student teachers."
"Yes, and we went on a lot of trips and excursions in the fall and spring."
"At the close of this year most of our class received life certificates and left to teach."
"Then they became faculty members."
"We waited a long time before organizing when we were juniors."
"How many in our class then, about 55?"
"That year we sponsored the Junior Prom."
"Everyone had a good time too, even if it did rain and prevent some from attending."
"Didn't we feel our importance during Commencement week?"
"Yes, we did. We juniors were the ushers at all events."
"And were admitted free to all Activities."
"Thats what I liked
—
getting in for nothing."
"Well, we certainly had a time during our last lap."
"Yes, just one thing after another."
"We started the year out nicely tho when Pres. Coates granted our request for Mr. Keith
as advisor to the senior class."
"We had some trouble over our rings and invitations."
"When they finally arrived remember how friendly we displayed our pins and rings?"
"And our play—"Entra Madam."
"That was good—so unusual."
"We got something free that year too—free admittance to the Junior Prom."
"Oh yes, we did."
"My goodness, what time is it?"
"Five o'clock."
"Five o'clock, the time certainly does fly."
"Yes, it does, especially when having such a good time."
"But it was worth all the time today to talk over our college days."
"Yes, and in the long run we did receive a square deal while at Eastern."
"Mrs Hubbard we certainly do appreciate your kindness in permitting .us to assemble
here today."
"Good-bye."
"Good-bye everybody."
"Good-bye."
Thirty-tiio
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LAWRENCE WAGERS
President
LILLIAN STEPHENSON
Secretary
Class Officers
IRA BELL
Vice President
JENNIE RAMSEY
Treasurer
Thirty-three
MARY EARLE MOBERLY
Richmond, Ky.
Home Economics Club, Foreign Language
Club.
"Diligently and faithfully
She has pursued her way,
Though quiet and unobtrusive now,
She'll be talked of some day."
LAWRENCE WAGERS
"Larry"
Manchester, Ky.
President Senior Class.
"Into the stern, hard face of life
Lawrence laughingly is staring
A brilliant and keen eyed youth
Of fascinating bearing
Whose sympathetic chivalrous ways
So many hearts are tearing."
BERTHA B. BROADDUS
"Broad"
Lancaster, Ky.
Commercial Club, 1926; Neon Krypton,
1926, '27, '28.
"Her part has not been words but deeds."
HENRY CLAY CHAMBERS
"Caesar"
Richmond, Ky.
Commerce Club, Neon Krypton Society.
He makes no noise over a good deed, but
passes on to another as a vine to bear grapes
in season.
Thirty-four
JENNIE ELIZABETH RAMSEY
"Jane"
Hustonville, Ky.
Varsity Basketball, '23; Excelsior Society,
Neon Krypton, Treas. of Sr. Class, Home
Ec. Club, Associate Ed. of Milestone.
"Chemistry's her speciality
The Lab's her second home,
About this fascinating place
It's her delight to roam."
J. \V. COOK
"King Tut"
Lancaster, Ky.
"Intelligence with courtesy not always is
combined;
But just the proper mixture of the two in
him we find.
ELIZA ANDERSON CUMMINS
"JVyza"
Stanford, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society, Foreign
Language Club, Orchestra.
"She spake and all her words more or less,
Sounded in virtue and in gentleness."
IRA BELL
"Senator"
Monticello, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society, Henrv
Clay Debating Club, Rural Life Club.
"He is an excellent student
Quiet and very deep,
Unassuming studious.
Success he'll surely reap."
Thirty-five
ROBERT T. ADKINS, JR.
"Bob"
Mt. Olivet, Ky.
Progress Reporter, Progress Editor, Can-
terbury Club, Editor of the Milestone '28.
"Things are bound to happen, why vjorryf
Everything comes to him who wait, why
hurry/'
'
MATTIE REDMOND
"Tilda Ann"
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
"She possesses a calm, cool force and
strength,
And she's thorough, efficient and able;
Sincere and deep in college life
She bears a genuine label."
LLOYD L. MARTIN
"Mart"
Richmond, Ky.
"Lloyd is kind, generous and friendly;
A bright future awaits him."
ELIZABETH SIMPSON HUBBARD
"Mother Hubbard'
Richmond, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Horace Mann, Cynthian So-
ciety, Canterbury Club.
"Rare compound of quality noble and true.
With plenty of sense and good humor, too.
Thirty-six
LELIA WEBB
"Lei"
Manchester, Ky.
'C/ieerful and dependable
Enthusiastic, kind.
Genial and good natured
And sensible in mind."
JESSE MOBERLY
"Cobb"
Richmond, Ky.
Captain of Football Team, Manager of
Basketball Team, plays third base on base-
ball team.
"When I said I would die a bachelor, I did
not think I should live till I lucre married."
MARION TERILL WELLS
"Maymc"
Richmond, Ky.
L. T. C.
"The force of her own merit makes her
way."
HAROLD LOWEN DOUDS
"Sleepy"
Carmichaels, Pa.
Baskeball '26, '27, '28 ; Cheerleader '28
L. T. C, Social Committee '27, Orchestra.
"Harold is a steady boy.
And never heaves a sigh,
He's industrious and civil,
And is always ready to try."
Thirty-seven
D. O. ROBERTS
"Pretty"
West Somerset, Ky.
"Now this young man is married
And happy too, they say,
He's very bright and studious,
Let's hope he doesn't stray."
MAY K. KENNEY
"Merry Sunshine"
Augusta, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Secretary '25, '26, Upper
Grade Teachers' Council, Y. W. C. A. Presi-
dent '26, '27, Blue Ridge '26, Neon Krypton
Society, Treasurer '26, '27, Blue Ridge Staff
'27, Neon Krypton, Vice President '27, '28,
Y. W. C. A. President '27, '28, Open Forum
'27, '28, Foreign Language Club '28, Stu-
dent Volunteer Council Member '28.
"She has many nameless virures, and her
path has been marked by good deeds."
SHIRLEY F. GALBRAITH
"Shake"
Brooksville, Ky.
L. T. C, Neon Krypton Society, Track.
"Of soul sincere,
In action faithful and is honor clear."
LILLIAN STEPHENSON
"Steve"
Richmond, Ky.
Secretary of Senior Class.
"This gracious, charming and outstanding
girl
Is admired for her poise and her grace;
Full able to cope with the hardest affairs
She has made both a name and a place."
Thirty-eight
J. HERMAN WOOD
"Shiek"
Pine Knot, Ky.
Pres. Neon Krypton Society, Editor-in-
Chief Milestone '23, Open Forum, Lab In-
structor Chemistry.
"The soul occupied with great ideas, best
performs small duties."
EMMA HARRISON CORD
"Aunt Emma"
Maysville, Ky.
Rural Life Club, Y. W. C. A.
"Success alone awaits her
Success of the highest kind.
CLAUDE H. FARLEY
"Abe"
Pikeville, Ky.
President Junior Class '26, '27, Vice Presi-
dent of Rural Life Club.
"Ifhose natural insight can discern
Ifhat others through erperience learn."
MABEL CLARK
"Mabe"
Richmond, Ky.
"Now Mabe is our songster
Who keeps us full of cheer
We'll all miss her when
She doth disappear."
Thirty-nine
RUTH KNARR
"Ruff
Fort Thomas, Ky.
Neon Krypton '24, '28; Madrical Club
'2+, Hiking Club '27, '28, Home Ec. Club '27,
Orchestra '28, Y. W. C. A. '24, '28.
"A good true friend and jolly pal
Whimsical, playful, active girl
Makes good at all she tries."
FAIRY BALLARD JONES
"Fairy"
Richmond, Ky.
Canterbury Club.
"Ambitious and persevering,
A brilliant and tireless mind
With a sweet and generous nature"
COLEMAN REYNOLDS
"Colie"
Lancaster, Ky.
Horace Mann Society, Debating Team.
"A married man, and happy we hope,
But when it comes to lessons
He's right there with the dope."
J v MM
Forty
Forty-one
Forty-tzi-o
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The JUNIOR
Forty-three
ass 01 '2,9
It is hard to realize that three years have passed since we entered Eastern. To
some it has probably seemed ages; to others a very short time. Nevertheless, we are
at the close of our junior year. Memories of those first days have grown dim,
perhaps we have even encouraged forgetfulness. In our present position it is almost
beneath our dignity to recall those freshmen days, but if we must dig up the family
skeleton we will bury it again as soon as possible.
We came from all over the state, an inexperienced group of freshmen, inspired
with ambition, courage and determined to find our places in the world. We thought
that our presence on the campus would be that of importance and responsibility.
However, the upper-classmen soon made us realize our position as "freshies" and we
became a quiet, subdued group, befitting our station. Somehow we managed to bat-
tle through our first and most difficult year of college life.
As sophomores we renewed our determination to carry out the ideals which we
possessed on our arrival at Eastern. One of the most outstanding events of the
year was the May Festival. Our class had the distinction and honor of having the
May Queen chosen from our group.
Now, that we are juniors, we realize that our exalted position is not without re-
sponsibility and labor. We have retained the custom of acting as ushers for all
events on the campus. Our class featured in one of the leading social functions of
the year, namely, that of sponsoring the Junior Prom.
Next year some of our members will be stationed in various places in the teaching
field. Because of their high standards of work, co-operation and loyalty we are
sure of their success. However, the majority of the class will return to carry on
their work as seniors. We are not stopping now at this, the end of the junior year,
but we intend to continue climbing, keeping in mind that:
"// you can't be a higlnvay, be a trail,
If you can't be sun, be a star;
It isn't by size that you ivin or fail,
Be the best of whatever you are."
^
Forty-four
Class Officers
T. HENRY COATES
President
DR. H. E. COOPER
Class Advisor
SUSAN HELM
Vice President
L. R. STATEN
Secretary-Treasurer
Forty-five
wmm
DORIS SPILLMAN
"Dor"
Bedford, Kentucky.
Madrigal Club, Y. W. C. A., Home Eco-
nomics Club, Neon Krypton Literary So-
ciety, English Club.
Major—English
SUSAN HELM
"Sue"
Hustonville, Kentucky.
Progress Staff, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Neon
Krypton Literary Society.
Major—Mathematics
JAMES CORNETT
"Jimmie"
Paint Lick, Kentucky.
Little Theatre Club, Baseball Team, Neon
Krypton Literary Society, The Orchestra.
Major—Commercial Education
R. R. RICHARDS
"Dick"
Russell Springs, Kentucky.
Football Team 1926, Baseball 1927, Pro-
gress Saff 1927-28, Milestone Staff 1927-28.
Major—Commercial Education
HOLLIS L. MATHERLEY
"Holly"
Harrodsburg, Kentucky.
School Orchestra, Little Theatre Club.
Major—Commercial Education
Forty-six
HENRY COATES
"Sunshine"
Richmond, Kentucky.
Little Theatre Club, President Sophomore
Class 1926-27, President Junior Class 1927-
28, Milestone Staff 1927-28.
Major—Social Science
SWEPTON CLAYTON
"Swept"
Football 1926-27.
Major—Science
ALMA LOUISE DOWDEN
"Lou"
Pleasureville, Kentucky.
Y. W. C. A., Madrigal Club, Neon Kryp-
ton Literary Society. The Orchestra, Assem-
bly Chorus.
Major—Education
ELIZABETH BENNETT
"Liz"
Louisville, Kentucky.
Major—Education
MRS. HANNA ELLINGTON
"Hodie"
Secretary of the Canterbury Club, Hor-
ace Mann Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.,
Country Life Club, Upper Grade Teacher's
Council.
Major—English
Forty-se-ven
NANCY SUMMAY
"Nan"
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky.
Major—English
VIRGIL K. TARTER
"Horace"
M^ntonville, Kentucky.
Male Quartette, Horace Mann Literary
Society, Men's Club, Eastern Progress Staff.
Major—Mathematics
LOUISE CONRAD
'"Lou"
Walton, Kentucky.
Y. W. C. A., Foreign Language Club,
Canterbury Club, The Neon Krypton Lit-
erary Society.
Major—English
MARY KATHERINE McCORD
"Kat
"
Richmond, Kentucky.
Major—English
JOHN E. PENNINGTON
"Penny"
Webbyville, Kentucky.
Major—Education
Forty-eight
MRS. CLAUDE FARLEY
"Mrs."
Pikeville, Kentucky.
Major—Education
WALTER W. MOORES
•Waif
Union City, Kentucky.
Little Theatre Club.
Major—Education
RUSSELL POPE
Doc"
Kirksville, Kentucky.
Major—Science
FLORA TATE
"Red"
Midway, Kentucky.
Neon Krypton Literary Society, Home
Economics Club.
Major—Home Economics
MRS. SEMMIE CARPERTER
ANN IE CARPENTER
"Mother and Daughter"
Horse Cave, Kentucky.
It is very unusual to have a mother and
her daughter in the same class. Eastern
was proud of this distinction.
Forty-nine
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The DIPLOMA CLA.
Fifty one
Sophomores' Journey
F was for .Freshmen, so young and so green.
R was for Rats, so loved by the Dean.
E was for Evergreen, which we were not.
5 is for Sophomores, we worried a lot.
H for the #alo encircling our brow.
M for the Mother, for whom we did howl.
A for .Ambitious which all of us were.
N for Notice, we sure made some stir!
S is for Sophomores, silly, serene.
O is for Oceans of knowledge, I ween.
P for the "Pep" we will show till we die.
H for the i/eight where our banner did fly.
O for the Office, which frightened us not.
M for our Afarks, which will ne'er be forgot.
O for our Oaks, under which we oft strolled.
R for the .Rules which hindered us bold.
E for the .Ease with which our days rolled.
AND
A is for the Annual which haunts our dreams.
N for the Never we'll finish it seems.
D — but we can't say that even in extremes.
Fijiy-iivo
Class Officers
FRED DIAL
President
MARY ARNOLD
Vice President
EMMA OSBORN
Secretary-Treasurer
Fifty-three
JANE KATHERINE ROWLETTE
"Cap"
Richmond, Ky.
Neon Keypton Literary Society, Rural Life
Club.
RUTH JOHNSON
"Rut/lie"
Bagdad, Ky.
"Why waste time talking."
FRED DIAL
"Big Deal"
Branchland, West Virginia.
"Does anything ever worry him?"
ELIZABETH FLEGE
"Lizzie"
Williamstown, Ky.
"A serious mind gaineth wisdom."
FRANCES PARKER
"Cordie"
Sadieville, Ky.
"The longer you know her, the better you
like her."
Neon Krypton Society, Home Ec. Club,
Y. W. C. A.
HAZEL CALICO
"Haze"
Richmond, Ky.
"A little slow but always there."
Neon Krypton, Rural Life Club.
Fifty-four
GRACE VEAL
"Grace"
Lexington, Ky.
"A good pal to have along."
RUBY CASTLE
"Rube"
Ashland, Ky.
"As full of pep as a pepper box."
HAZEL OETZEL
"Hazel"
Butler, Ky.
"She stands high from every point of view.''
NANCY NEWELL
Bronston, Ky.
LILLIE M. SHEARER
"Lil
'
Carrollton, Ky.
"A student with high ideals."
Y. W. C. A., Science Club (Upper
Grade), Horace Mann Literary Society.
JOEL M. JONES
"Joel"
Hansford, Ky.
'A firm believer in co-education.'
Fifty-five
FRENCH HOLBROOK
"Frenchie"
Bays, Ky.
"Work, study, love, and the greatest of these
is love."
Open Forum '26, '27, President Freshman
Class '26, '27, Cheer Leader '26, '27.
ESTA BELLE GILLEM
"Gillie"
Ashland, Ky.
"Oh! this thing learning! What a thing
MARGARET SCOTT
"Little Bit"
Lancaster, Ky.
'Sure, I'm little, but what do I care?"
BERTHA E. PENDLETON
"Punch"
Heidelberg, Ky.
"A mind made for big things."
DELLA HAHN
"Blond'.e"
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
"She's what we call a regular girl.
ALMA AILEEN SMITH
"Smithy"
Swallowfield, Ky.
"Studiously inclined."
'A* *T%3.
Fifty-six
LUCILLE FIGHTMASTER
"Cile"
Sadieville, Ky.
"I say little, but I know more."
Y. W. C. A., Home Economics Club, Neon
Krypton Society.
CHESTER ALEXANDER
"Alec"
Dry Ridge, Ky.
"Not lazy, just don't feel like working;."
ANNA LOU EASLEY
"Jeff"
Nicholasville, Ky.
"Quiet and shy, but enjoys a good time."
Y. W. C. A., Madrigal Club, President,
Assembly Chorus, Neon Krypton Society,
"Howling Hundred."
FRANCES COX
"Coxy"
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
"Her part has not been words but deeds."
ONETA BERYL HAHN
"Idle Fingers"
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
"She does things and without noise."
KATHLEEN PLUMMER
"Kat"
Hamilton, Ohio.
"Lives for the joy of living."
Y. W. C. A., Home Ec. Club, Neon Kryp-
ton Society.
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P. M. BROUGHTON
"Pete"
Hammond, Ky.
"What have we here— a woman hater."
EMMA OSBORN
"Emm"
Dry Ridge, Ky.
"She speaks and acts just as she should. :
NELLIE LUNDRIGAN
"Nell"
Mt. Olivet, Ky.
"I am resolved to grow fat."
R. A. JUSTICE
"Justy"
Fish Trap, Ky.
"None but himself can be his parallel."
GLADYS WESLEY
"Wes"
Liberty, Ky.
"Angels are perfect—I am but a woman."
HESTER SMITH
"Hes"
Lebanon, Ky.
"We like her—because we just can't help it."
Fijty-eight
CECIL WASHBURG
"Washy"
Paris, Ky.
"Sometimes I think I want a girl."
NINA ALICE BOWMER
"Allie"
Phil, Ky.
"Brains, but do heart—she has it."
JESSE T. MAYS
"Jesse"
Barbourville, Ky.
"Make thy work play and play every day.
BONNIE OLGA TUSSEY
"Sunny"
Bond, Ky.
"Do as I say and not as I do."
Y. W. C. A.
GEORGE N. HALE
"Hale"
Whitesburg, Ky.
"Works fast and then rests."
ELVA MOFFETT
"Elvie"
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
'Her charms are too many to name.
Fifty-nine
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The FRESHMEN
S:xly-one
Sixty-two
"The Presides"
Aaron, Opal
Aaron, Paul
Abner, Mrs. Hester R.
Adams, Forest
Alexander, Fronia
Alley, Starling
Allison, Lena
Arnett, Helen
Arnold, H. J.
Angel, Martha
Arvin, Wm. Jenning
Asher, Ollie
Ashley, Ina
Ault, Margaret
Bach, Zelma
Baker, Cecil
Baker, Hazel
Baker, Rachel
Ball, Nola
Ball, Rose Ellis
Ballard, Lucy
Barklay, Mary Ella
Barnes, Clara
Barrett, Gladys
Becker, Alvce
Bell, Zora"
Bellamy, Margaret
Belwood, Margaret
Benge, Elsie
Benson, Retta
Benton, Adelaide
Berry, Louise
Bertram, Emma Louise
Bevins, Mrs. B. L.
Black, Katherine
Blackburn, Lorene
Blake, Carlos
Blander, Vera
FRESHMAN OFFICERS
Class Roll
Bogie, Ruth
Boleyn, Betty Jo
Bowling, Cecelia
Bowling, Moody
Bradley, J. Gay
Brandenburg, Oleta
Brammer, Bessie
Branham, Mary Lou
Breeding, Flora
Breeding, S. A.
Brigmon, \V. W.
Broaddus, Betty
Broaddus, Louise
Broughton, Mae
Brown, Ada
Brown, Jessie
Brown, Rena A.
Browning, Gladys
Brumfield, Stephen
Bryan, Grace
Buchanon, Patty Ree
Burchett, George
Burgess, Nancy
Burke, E. M.
Burris, Ted
Burton, Katy
Burke, Norman
Cable, Eula Mae
Caldwell, Ed
Camden, Agnes
Campbell, Marion C.
Campbell, Robert
Canada, Helen
Carothers, William
Carpenter, Beatrice
Carson, Gladys
Carter, Anna Mae
Carter, Ralph
Castle, Fannit Mae
Catlett, Marjorie
Catlett, Madeline
Caudill, Jeremiah
Caudill, Nora
Cecil, Grace L.
Chambers, Eleanor
Chambers, Henry Etta
Cheek, Wm. A.
Chestnut, Ethel
Chrisman, Sue Mae
Clark, Mrs. Will
Clay, Thelma
Coaklev, Gertrude
Cody, Bertha P.
Coldiron, Clara
Combest, Paul
Combs, Alfonso
Combs, Mary Stoner
Commander, Lucy
Conalee, Ana
Conalee, Henderson
Conrad, Claude Lee
Cook, Anna Lee
Cooper, Ruth
Coppage, Christine
Cordell, Ruby Lee
Cornett, Larkin Custe
Cornett, Lillie
Cornett, Rex
Cornett, Vivian
Cornett, Willie
Cosby, Onalee
Cosby, Sara
Cox, Morris
Crace, Allington
Current, Florence
Curtis, Stella Mae
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Davis, J. Burnam
Davis, Cephas
Davis, Grace
Dejarnette, Minna
Demaree, Docia
Denney, Opal
Dennis, Zelma R.
Denton, Edna
Dial, Earl
Dickens, Sue Long
Douglas, Dotie
Ducker, Lula Esther
Duncan, C. J.
Duncan, Parker, W.
Dunn, Robert T., Jr.
Dunn, Rosella
Durr, Halden
Earl, Nellie
Eckert, Catherine
Edelen, Thomas
Edwards, Chas.
Edwards, Evaree
Epperson, Mrs. Marcus
Eubank, Lucille
Evans, Ella
Eversole, Nettie
Fancher, Mrs. Rebecca
Farley, L. C.
Flamery, Hazel
Floyd, Lucille
Floyd, Semantha
Folley, Earl
Ford, Tenna
Francisco, Elizabeth
Fraser, Ruth M.
Fryman, Virgil
Fugate, Damon
Frye, Lotis O.
Furnish, Mary E.
Gage!, Mary Bell
Gaines, Jewell
Garrett, Mary E.
Garvey, Myrtle
Gatrell, Sam Louis
Gibson, Flora
Gillis, Sue
GofF, Jessie
Gooch, Helen
Gooch, Doris
Goodpaster, Lillian
Gose, Ruby A.
Green, Sue
Gregory, Delia
Griffon, Edna
Grinstead, Beverly
Guidi, Norma
Guy, Robert
Halcomb, Manon
Hale, Minnie
Hall, Elizabeth
Hall, Everett, L.
Hall, Julian
Hall, Willie
Hamblin, Sara Jane
Hamilton, Hargis
Hammons, Colonel
Hargrove, Barnard
Hatter, Cecil
Hatter, Clyde
Hays, Foster M.
Hazlett, Alice
Heilman, Ruby
Hendricks, Horace
Henry, Lena
Hensley, Carlo
Hensley, Roy
Herron, Lula M.
Hieronymus, Harold
Higginbotham, Evelyn
Higginbotham, Olivia
Hill, Thelma
Hill, Virginia
Hines, Helen
Hoffman, Lyda M.
Holbrook, Dorothy
Holbrook, Henry
Holbrook, Price
Honaker, Beula
Hood, Ada
Hord, Mattie
Horton, Beth
Howard, Anna Lucille
Howard, Gladys
Howe, Leonard
Hubble, Marie
Huffman, Lucille
Hurst, Frankie Nell
Inabitt, Lelia
Jacobs, Mae Florence
Jamison, Irene
Jasper, Harold
Jasper, Marvin
Jasper, Susan Elizabeth
Jefferies, Bessie Lee
Jeff, Pauline
Jesse, Frances
Jesse, Rose Anne
Jesse, Lorena
Jett, Ivan
Jett, Otis
Johnson, Hursel
Johnson, Lula
Johnson, Thelma
Johnson, Wilbur
Jones, Anna
Jones, Edna
Jones, Evelyn
Jones, Florence
Jones, Marie
Judd, Effie
Keene, Fred
Keith, Stephen
Kelly, Jennie
Kemper, Orilla
Kennon, Anna L.
Kincaid, Geneva
Kirby, Anne
Kirk, Carlie
Kirkland, Mabel
Lackey, Samuel
LaMaude, Jesse W.
Land, Emily
Langdon, Mary
Lawson, Ollie
Lawson, Robert F.
Lea, Orland, D.
Lee Edith
Lester, Olive
Lewis, Nancy
Lickert, Edythe
Llewellyn, Rose
Lloyd, Arthur
Lockhart, Agnes
Lockhart, Margaret
Long, Capitola
Lovern, Dorothy
Lovett, Lena
Lusby, Russell H.
Lutes, Nettye
McCowan, Gladys
McCray, Thomas, S.
McGibney, William
McHargue, Lester
McKinney, Lillian
McNamara, David
Maggard, B. Pauline
Marsh, Sara
Marshall, Mrs. C. W.
Martin, Era
Martin, Margaret
Martin, Nelson
Mason, Anna Catherine
Massey, Betty
Maupin, Allene
Maupin, Elizabeth
Maxwell, Cora
May, Jesse
Meadows, Mrs. Raleigh
Medlock, Hazel
Melear, Blanche
Messersmith, Thelma
Middleton, Effie
Miles, Bane
Miller, Owen P.
Million, Elise
Moberly, Louise
Moberly, Mrs. Harold
Moores, Elkin
Moore, Harold
Moore, Hildred
Moore, Nora
Moores, Margaret
Moores, Nannie
Moore, Robert E.
Moreland, Thelma
Morgan, Madge
Morgan, Florence
Morton, Geneva
Mosley, Gail
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Mulcahy, Elsie
Muncy, Clara
Muncy, Malta
Murray, Rachel
Murrell, Belenda
Myers, Robert H.
Nash, Dorothy
Neatherly, Clyde
Nelson, Pearl
Nelson, Viola
Newell, Kate
Newell, Nancy
Newkirk, Lilly
Nickell, Inez
Oelrich, Ruth
Oldham, Carolyn
Oldham, Louise
Olinger, Hattie
Oney, America
Oney, Maude
Oney, Blair
Osborn, Sarah
Osborne, Carrie
Osborne, James
Osborne, Johnny
Osborne, Mahal a
Osborne, Sally
Owens, Li] 1 i e D.
Park, Allie Gordon
Park, Lucille
Parke, Alton
Parsons, Sylvia
Patten, Earl,
Patterson, Beulah
Patterson, Hallis
Payne, Lorene
Pearson, Dewey
Pearson, Evelyn
Pelphrey, Nell'
Pennington, James E.
Phelps, Eli abeth
Phillips, Emmogene
Phillips, Juanita B.
Phillips, Ina M.
Ping, Jess'e
Ping, Idella
Pitman, Hettie
Plummer, Chas.
Price, Richard
Rambo, Phyllis
Ramsey, Ruth
Ramsey, William E.
Rankin, Ada
Rawlings, Frances
Ray, Irma
Readnower, Thelma
Reams, Eula
Reed, Noami
Rees, Riley A.
Reynolds, Bessie Fae
Reynolds, Ethyle
Reynolds, Robert
Rich, Elizabeth
Richard, Essie
Rxhard, Lelia
Richardson, Chas. H.
Riley, Vesta
Ritchie, Lena
Retchie, Essie
Robertson, Mabel
Robinson, Ed
Rowland, Mae
Rowland, Maxie
Rogers, Lucille
Rose, Bertha
Rose, Chester
Ross, Burdette
Ross, Elizabeth
Ross, Ida
Runyon, Merwyn
Rutledge, Harold
Sammon, Oscar
Sanders, Christine
Saufley, Shelton
Seibert, Henrietta
Shackelford, Joyce
Shawhan, Dorothy
Sheats, Irene
Shelton, Nannie
Sheats, Thelma
Shirley, John
Sigrest, Mrs. Beulah
Simmons, Evelyn
Simpson, Madaline
Skaggs, Luther
Smith, Earl Roger
Smith, Howard
Smith, Ira E.
Smith, Karl N.
Smith, Katherine
Smith, Katherine
Smith, Myrtle
Smithers, Edna
Smyth, Ada
Spencer, Lydia
Spillman, Lois
Spurlock, Levi
Staines, M. Gayle
Stallard, Cora
Steel, Shirley
Stephenson, Thos. Lee
Stierle, Sarah
Stodgill, Frances
Stone, Stella
Stratton, Garland
Stricklett, Bertram
Sturgill, Lena
Summey, Gaynelle
Sulton, Ina
Switzer, Calvin
Talbott, Gertrude
Tallent, Mabel
Tate, Erma
Taylor, Dorothy
Taulbee, Arzella
Taulbee, Bonnie
Taulbee, Callaway
Taylor, Chas.
Taylor, Inez
Taylor, Lonnie
Taylor, Josephine
Taylor, Ova J.
Teater, Hogan
Terrill, Olive
Tevis, Bernice
Thompson, Mary W.
Thompson, Stevie
Todd, Myrtice
Tinsley, Sadie
Tipton, Louise
Trumbo, Howard
Tudor, Lorena
Turner, Laura
Tuttle, Grace
Vanhorn, Amy B.
Vick, Milton
Wadsworth, Sue P.
Wagers, Walter
Walker, Alice
Walker, Calvin
Walker, Frances
Walker, Robert
Wallman, Mary C.
Walters, Wade
Warnock, Garnet, E.
Warren, C. H.
Warren, Mrs. C. H.
Watkins, Raymond
Watson, Elizabeth
Weaklev, Charles
Webb, Esther
Webb, Lee C.
Webb, Gertrude
Webster, J. O.
Weddle, Loyd
Wells, Willie
White, Eula
White, Ruth
Whitehouse, Elmer, C.
Whittaker, Rowdy
Wilkinson, Ethel
Wilson, Ruth Burdella
Winburn, Elsie
Winburn, Janette
Witt, Ermine
Witt, Nelson
Wright, Rav H.
Williams, f. Opal
Wittwer, Jessie
Woodward, Elizabeth
Workman, Rena
Woods, Gala
Young, Eleanor
Zachary, L. Johnnie
Zion, Elizabeth
Sixty-five
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The Normal School
The Normal School is a teachers high school. It is organized and maintained es-
pecially for teachers who have not completed enough high school work to satisfy
college entrance requirements. Its curricula is planned for two purposes:
1. To prepare teachers for the rural schools of Kentucky.
2. To prepare teachers for college entrance.
The Normal School students are, in the main, mature men and women. Many
of these students have had considerable experience in teaching. They are sincere,
earnest, industrious, and capable. No where in Kentucky is there to be found a more
desirable student body.
The Normal School offers unexcelled opportunities for study and growth-.
Courses are offered in practically all secondary school subjects, including home
economics, art, manual training, and commercial courses. The Commercial Course
includes complete courses in typewriting, shorthand, and bookkeeping. The library
facilities are excellent. Normal School students have access to more than 23,000 re-
ference books, pamphlets, and bulletins.
The Normal School is accredited by the State Department of Education and by
the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Many improvements have been made within the past year. Standards of in-
struction have been raised and the student activity program broadened. Efforts are
being made to offer the student body a complete student-activity program—football,
basketball, tennis, clubs, etc.
The Normal School students are offered the opportunity of preparing themselves
for public speakers. A great deal of interest was given to the interclass contests this
spring. These contests consisted of Public Discussion, Reading, and Debate.
This training is especially valuable to these students as prospective teachers.
Sixty-seven
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Normal Senior Class
The senior class of the Eastern Normal School was one of the largest classes
in the history of the school.
The class was well represented in all of the Forensic Contests of the Normal
School. Two plays were presented during the year. "Foiling the Flirtations of
Father" was presented on December 15, 1927, and "Thank you Doctor" was pre-
sented on May 4, 1928.
A class ring was adopted which has the maroon and white colors and a small
replica of the Administration building in the design. By merely changing the year,
this same design can be used by all future classes. A standard invitation was also
adopted.
Mr. E. L. Pearson, instructor in English, served as faculty advisor for the entire
year. The officers of the class were: Herbert Holbrook, President; Clifford Rader,
Vice President; and Grace Combs, Secretary.
Ross Anderson
John Bailey
Marie Barklage
Anna Burton
Verdella Caldwell
Lorraine Carter
Grace Combs
Raymond Davis
Fannie Edgington
Ester Elliot
1 om Evans
Anna Everidge
Elizabeth Gabbard
Ethel Mae Gaffney
Oreille Hamilton
Mollie Hayes
Mattie Helton
Henry Hill
Andrew Holbrook
Herbert Holbrook
Gusta Hill
Mrs. Mable
CLASS ROLL
Golda Howard
Lillian Howard
Faunice Hubble
Pearl Knox
Beatrice Leonard
Irene Maddox
Virginia Murphy
Jessie Murrell
Dora Oliver
Bennie Peace
Zylphia Peters
Charles A. Pettit
Clifford Rader
Bertha Ramsey
Beuiah Ramsey
Byrtle Sharp
Millard Thompson
Mrs. Mable Tyree
Gleala White
Mrs. Shelby White
Millard Thompson
Tyree Kathryn
Gleala White
Mrs. Shelby White
Mrs. Minnie Bogie
Orpha Burger
Ellis Games
C. H. Flanery
Mossie Lee Gould
Garland Jett
Alvis Lamb
Ruth Masters
Elizabeth Reynolds
Irene Thrasher
Ben Walker
Fannie Wilson
Alton B. White
Oma Jean Dobbs
Ora Morris
Bessie Rae Harvey
Esther Howard
Helen Burton
Estelle Estes
Jones
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Junior Normal School
OFFICERS
Fuson Smith „
. . .President Marsie Steele Secretary
Cloyd Wilson
.
.-. Vice President G. O. Bryant Adviser
Anna Brandenburg
Imogene Blankenship
Grace Blankenship
Carrie Bays
Daisy Broughton
Maud Bryant
Dellia Baily
A. J. Baldwin
C. V. Cain
Mrs. Elbert Call ice-
Edith Chasteen
Axie Foster
Lucy Frey
Edna Frey
Edward L. Grubbs
MEMBERS
Aladilee Harvey
Elsie Jones
Charles Lawson
Rose Prewitt
Viola Prewitt
Ina Shepherd
Lena Smith
Vandetta Smith
Sedley Stewart
A. D. Sutton
Alexander H. Taylor
John Tarter
Beatrice Vaught
Deniza Webb
Lena White
Dilla Cox White
Seventy
Normal School Freshmen
Motto: "Grit Wins Class Colors: Green and White
Delta Mayfield President
A. B. Ccmpton Vice President
CLASS OFFICERS
Francis Long Secretary
Mary Floyd Faculty Adviser
MEMBERS
Laura Adams
Nell Bertram
Dudley Childers
Gladys Combs
Mitchell Combs
Allie B. Compton
Stella Hatfield
Mildred Johnson
Francis Long
Delta Mayfield
Anna Mcintosh
Alma Morris
Frances Nelson
Ralph Smith
Pricilla Tarter
Hattie J. Taylor
Mabel Van Horn
Colbert Webb
Ophia Wilson
Winnie Wilson
Vernice Williams
Minnie Witt
Seventy-one
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"Looking Forward"
Eastern is now entering upon her third decade. The score of years which is now
history has hrought many changes and placed Eastern among the foremost educa-
tional institutions in the state of Kentucky.
In this growth which has placed Eastern in the limelight as an educational center
there has been advancement along many lines. Among the latest devolepments
should be mentioned athletics. It is the aim of the officials of the school to have such
athletics as will develop the body, make good "sports" out of the participants, and
furnish recreational facilities for the entire student body.
Starting: with the football season in 1928 Eastern will compete in all athletic
contests under S. I. A. A. rules. The entrance of the school in this Association is
certainly one more step forward. A freshman coach is to be employed and when
school opens in September there will be a yearling squad to oppose the varsity in
scrimmages.
The destiny of athletics at Eastern is determined by the Athletic Committee. It
is composed of the following members:
A. B. Carter, Chairman
R. A. Edwards
Helen Russell
C. A. Keith
George Hembree
George Gumbert
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The 192,7 Football Season
In spite of the fact that they were seriously handkapped by a lack of reserve
strength, injuries, and untimely ineligibilities, the Maroon warriors of Eastern made
one of the most creditable showings during 1927 that a team representing the school
has ever made on the gridiron.
Faced with the responsibility of meeting Centre in the opening tilt, the boys
went to work a week before the opening of school, and upset the dope bucket by
holding that highly touted organization to one touchdown, but lost the decision by
a 7-0 count. Eastern played the entire game without making a substitution, and
brought the well deserved comment from the referee, that they were the "fightingest
eleven men" he had ever seen.
The next game brought Union to Richmond. They proved to be rather easy
pickings for Eastern fattened her average by giving them a 39-0 trouncing to take
home for the memory book.
Possibly the most heart-breaking defeat of the season followed. Supported by a
thirty piece band and a host of rooters, the Maroons journeyed to Winchester to do
Seventy-four
The 1927 Football Sesit muei
battle with the Panthers of Kentucky Wesleyan. During the first five minutes of
the game, Eastern scored a touchdown, but failed to kick goal. This was closely fol-
lowed by a two point marker in the form of a safety for the Methodists. With the
advantage in their hands our boys took the defensive. The struggle was nip and
tuck, but the handicap of reserve strength proved the deciding factor. With only a
few minutes to play, the fresher men of Wesleyan battered through for a marker, but
failed to kick goal. Thus the game ended with Eastern on the short end of an 8-6
score.
The percentage column went back on an even basis of games won and lost when
the East Tennessee Teachers visited Richmond on the following Saturday. The
Maroons, rankled by their defeat of the previous Saturday, came back with a ven-
gance and walloped the Tennessee lads to the tune of 33-0.
The next week of the season found the Eastern men invading the stronghold of
Tusculum College at Greenville, Tenn. A royal battle ensued, but the Big Smoky
Mountain boys had more than found their equals, and the Maroons broke into the
winning side of the column with a 13-0 victory.
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The 192,7 Football Season—Continued
Morehead Normal was the next host and likewise the next victim. No one who
made the trip to Morehead will forget the fierce battle waged in the Rowan County
capital on that memorable afternoon. However the Bluegrass boys managed to sur-
vive and came home with another scalp, this time 12-6.
Homecoming found the University of Louisville as the guest of honor, and riuht
royally did they entertain instead. They provided the one regret of the occasion by
taking the long end of a 21-13 score. It is possible that during this game, the longest
run on record for the season was made. Intercepting a forward pass six yards be-
hind his own goal line, Clyde Brock, Eastern half-back, outdistanced the entire
Louisville team, to run 106 yards for a touchdown. This and a seventy yard sprint
by H. Moberly were the features of the contest.
The St. Mary's game provided another easy victory for the Maroons, who
squelched them 32-6. Eastern had only nine men on the field during the last
three minutes of play, the others having been sent to the showers when it was seen that
the game was on ice. It was during this time that St. Mary's scored.
Seventy-six
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The season closed with the Turkey Day game against Western at Bowling
Green. In a sea of mud, aided by the fact that they were at home, Western adminis-
tered a 12-0 mud massage to their Eastern invaders. They will play a return en-
gagement in Richmond during 1928 and the loyal sons live in hopes of turning
the tables.
This was the worst defeat of the season and when it is considered that in a nine
game schedule only one team could pile up a twelve point margin of victory, all
loyal supporters must feel grateful to the coach and team that gave their best and so
ably acquited themselves in the great college sport.
For the first time, Eastern men received recognition in selections for All-State
teams, which is another indication of the success enjoyed by the Maroons. Brock,
Clouse, Combs, and Nard were mentioned hv a number of writers. Combs succeeds
J. Moberly as leader of the Maroons and will be at the helm during the 1928 season.
He is a power at Tackle and will be a good man around whom to build a team.
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Results of 1927 Football Team.
Eastern Centre 7
Eastern 39 Union
Eastern 6 Kentucky Wesleyan
East Tennessee Teachers
8
Eastern 31 College
Eastern 13 Tusculum (Tennessee) . . .
Eastern 12 Morehead State Normal . . . 6
Eastern 13 University of Louisville . . . .21
Eastern 32 St. Mary's College 6
Eastern Western Teachers College . . .12
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Girls' Basketba
"Step by step we climb the ladder of success." If the Marionettes do not
weaken this will eventually give Eastern a winning quinette. Last year the girls
won a single game. This season they made it a couple. Is this not advancement?
The 1928 team showed up exceptionally well during the first few weeks of
practice and it looked very much like a winning combination had been found, even
though the entire team was new. The first game which was played with the lassies
from Sue Bennett seemed to prove the gossip which was going about on Eastern's
campus in regard to the crack basketball team. In this opening game the girls from
the Blue Grass garnered 17 points to the opponent's 5.
Dope buckets are easily upset and many times speculation can not aid in finding
the trouble. The dope bucket certainly was upset when the Marionettes won only
two games during the season after showing the stuff they did at first. Something
just went wrong. A slump came. This seemed to kill the "esprit de corps" of the
team.
Simmons, from Ashland, played inspired ball the entire season. In the first
game she played running guard and made ten points. In most of the other games
she held a forward post. Her total points of 58 for the season prove her excellency
in basket shooting. Her closest competitor was Miss Morgan with 20 points.
Miss Clay at center tallied 18 points during her stay with the team the first semester.
She did excellent floor work. Miss Combs should be mentioned as an effective guard.
C'ornett, Combs, and Simmons were the only three players to be in every game
of the season. The second semester the team was strengthened by having Miss
Beck available for the forward position and Miss Hill for center.
Eighty
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Eastern 17
Eastern 25
Eastern 5
Eastern 20
Eastern 20
Eastern 22
Eastern 12
Eastern 14
Eastern 31
Sue Bennett 5
Sue Bennett 7
Kentucky Weslevan 22
Transylvania 37
Union 21
Union 23
Western Teachers College
. . 28
Western Teachers College ..22
Transylvania 33
Eitjhty-one
Boys' Basketball
The boys' basketball team for 1928 was slightly more successful than the girls'.
The Maroons were able to win three games of the regular schedule while the Ma-
rionettes succeeded in getting only two. The boys took a couple of games from Sue
Bennett and one from Transylvania. This seems like a large percentage of loss,
but it will be noticed from the scores that Eastern lost two games to Berea by only
one point, a game to Union College by the same small margin, and a second game
to Union by a score of 19 to 21.
The worst defeat of the season was handed to the Maroon lads while invad-
ing the camp of the Western Teachers College. This is not to be wondered at
however, when it is considered that Western had one of the best teams in the state.
The scoring attack for the season was headed by Gentry with a total of 98 points,
not including any tournament games. Combs, guard, came next with 82 points to
his credit, while Triplette, guard, has credit for 52.
From the foregoing statement it is easy to see that a winning combination
could not be found. The team was sadly in need of more material for the forward
position with a keen eye for the loop. The guards proved more effective on scoring
than did the forwards.
The loss of Harold Moberly to the team early in the season was nothing short of
a disaster. Harold was playing center and doing good floor work. This coupled
with his ability to hit goals made him of untold value. Due to an injury received in
a post-season football game, Harold was unable to stay with the team.
The Maroons were greatly aided the second semester by the arrival of Deaton.
His speed and floor work was the very thing that had been lacking on the Maroon
team. Had Deaton been with the team the entire season there is no doubt but what
the season's results would have been different.
Last year's tournament results were duplicated in that Eastern played the first
game with Transylvania and lost. The score this year was 23 to 31.
In the consolation tournament the Maroons met the Panthers of Kentucky
Wesleyan in the first game and defeated them by a 37 to 22 count. This paved
the way for a hard fought battle between the Teachers and the Centre Colonels in
which the former were nosed out once more by only one point, the score being 23 to
24.
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Reason's Results
Eastern 14
Eastern .... 20
Eastern ... 24
Eastern . . 28
Eastern . . 25
Eastern . . . 21
Eastern .... 19
Eastern 23
Eastern .
.
29
Eastern 27
Eastern 12
Eastern 12
Eastern ... 25
Eastern 20
Eastern 31
Eastern . .
.
TOURN,
23
Eastern ... 37
Eastern . , . 23
Sue Bennett 12
Berea 21
Centre 32
Sue Bennett 23
Kentucky Wesleyan 34
Transylvania 39
Union
Tennessee Wesleyan
Lincoln Memorial University
Union
21
30
42
28
44
55
28
21
Western Teachers College
. .
Western Teachers College . .
Lincoln Memorial University
Berea
Transylvania 21
ENT RESULTS
Transylvania 31
Kentucky Wesleyan 22
Centre 24
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Baseball In 192,7
In the 1927 Milestone the baseball write-up starts with the following statement:
"The 1926 Maroon baseball season was the most successful season Eastern has had
in years. Fifteen scheduled games were played, with the Maroons winning seven
of them for an average of .446."
The 1927 baseball team puts the previous season's records into oblivion in many
respects. Fourteen games were played, the Maroons winning eight. This gives
an average of .571 for the season.
Not since the days of Earl Combs, now star center fielder for the New York
Yankees, has Eastern had a nine better with the war club. In 1926 only one man
had a batting average of over .300. This year, however, George Manley, center
fielder, was clouting them out for .41(1 when school closed in June. Whitis,
lengthy first sacker, had a .351 eye for the season. At times Whitis was a rival
for the Bambino King for four sackers. Jack Rader, a southpaw, hit .325. If
Jack could have spent all of his time in right field instead of taking his turn on the
mound no doubt his batting record would have been much better. Richards, playing
only a part of the season, was hitting .375.
None of the pitchers of former seasons returned in 1927. This started the team
off facing a grave situation. It was not long, however, until Patton, Tudor, and
Jack Rader, the southpaw, were seeing service on the mound. One of the best
pitched games of the season was against Transylvania when Patton handed them a
2-0 defeat. Taylor was on the receiving end and did good work.
The infield was composed of Whitis, first; Gay, second; Moberly, third; and
Staton, who was with the team only the first half of the season, short. Tudor then
worked at short. The outer wall was well provided for with Capt. Stacy in left,
Manley in center, and Rader in right.
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Season's Results
Eastern 1
Eastern 14
Eastern 8
Eastern 8
Eastern
Eastern 3
Eastern 2
Eastern 6
Eastern 4
Eastern 5
Eastern 5
Eastern 6
Eastern 5
Eastern 5
Kentucky Wesleyan 11
Union 7
Lincoln Memorial University
.
7
Georgetown 9
Kentucky Wesleyan 7
Union 4
Transylvania
Transylvania 1
Morehead State Normal 2
University of Louisville 8
Western Teachers College ... 1 5
Western Teachers College ... 2
Centre 1
Georgetown 1
Eighty-five
Eighty-six


Eastern's Organizations
Easfern is unlike our State University or the several denominational schools in
the state in that fraternities and sororities are unknown upon the campus.
There are three literary societies in which students debate upon the leading
topics of the school, state and nation. Near the close of the school year there are
debating clubs selected from the best of the debators which represent the school in
debating contests throughout the state.
The Y. W. C. A. is among the oldest organization on the campus. It has done
and is still doing a great work. The latest and youngest addition to the list of
organized bodies is the Y. M. C. A. This organization takes the place of the older
and now extinct Men's Club.
The strongest and fastest growing body on the campus is the Little Theater
Club. This club is unique in that it is the only organization on the campus that
requires tryouts betore new members are selected. The function of the L. T. C.
is to develop, to a limited extent, the latent or dormant dramatic powers of the student.
This year the Canterbury Club was organized. It is composed of students
majoring or minoring in English. The members are selected with rerard to their
scholastic standing. The object of the club is to assist in solving the problems of
the English teacher and give the students a broader knowledge and a finer apprecia-
tion of literature.
No matter the ability or tact that a student may possess along some "special"
line, there is some organization upon the campus that will offer an outlet to his or
her expression or will aid in developing these traits.
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Open Forum Committee
The Open Forum, the one organization which includes as members all students
of the institution, both Normal and College, has closed a fourth year of successful
activities which are regarded as being of both immediate and lasting value to our
school.
The Open Forum has an official committee through which its members may-
work. This committee has been untiring in its efforts to serve the students and the
school. Like the Greeks it has tried to build slowly but well—an aim expressed in
its slogan, "Not to know the word fail."
The principal things which the Open Forum has accomplished are:
1. It has conducted informational and inspirational chapel programs once a
week by bringing the following outstanding speakers: Dr. Caukin, of Washington,
D. C; Mr. Waterman, of Newfoundland; Dr. Funkhouser; Dr. Fortune; Mr.
Desha Breckinridge; Mrs. Laura Clay; Dr. Sory ; Dr. Farquahr; and by putting
on an Earl Combs' Day, and an iron day.
2. It has conducted for one week an educational Red Cross program which at-
tracted the attention of the National Red Cross.
3. It made a four-weeks study of chapel conditions on our campus.
4. It made contributions to the student loan fund by means of such commer-
cial activities as, the Kitchen Cabinet Orchestra, other entertainments, and food sales.
5. It brought Christmas cheer by devoting one evening to the singing of carols
in the community.
6. It made a study of food prices in the cafeteria.
7. It established a scholarship trophy.
8. It managed three art exhibits; a Rigdon Reed wood block exhibit, an ex-
hibit of reproductions, and an exhibit of original painting from the Metropolitan
Art Museum.
9. It secured from Grosset and Dunlap an exhibit showing the manufacture of
a book.
10. It purchased a letterograph.
11. It secured an exhibition game to be played by Earl Combs for the benefit
of the student loan fund.
The success of the work of the Open Forum is due to the excellent co-operation
of its many members, both in the Normal and in the College; to the regular weeklv
business meetings held by the Committee; to the patient and scholarlv guidance of
the faculty member, Miss Schnieb, and to President Coates, who made the Com-
mittee feel that he always had implicit confidence in their ability and judgment.
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icers of Y. W. C. A.
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Miss Marie L. Roberts | Faculty Miss Mildred Redding *) Program
Miss Mabel Pollitt f Advisors Miss Mary Hutchcraft / Committee
Miss May Kirk Kenney
. . . President Miss Ruth Knan Publicity
Miss Susan Helm Vice President Miss Lucille Floyd Pianist
Miss Carlie Kirk Secretary Miss Loreen Payne Membership
Miss Louise Bracht Conrad Treasurer Miss Doris Spillman
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Music
Miss Inez Nickel Miss Mildred White . Devotional
Undergraduate Representative Miss Mary D. Daniels Social
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The Little Theatre Club
There is not an organization anywhere that has more fun when it plays, nor is
more serious when it works than the Little Theatre Club. In accordance with the
custom, there appeared upon the campus peculiarly attired people who were in no
way showing by thier actions that they were sane college people. Some had returned
to their childhood days and were astride those lively animals known as stick-horses.
Others—this was intended especially for the girls, but seemed to affect some of the
boys too—were forbidden to use cosmetics for a week. This restriction had a tragic
end. Some sweethearts did not recognize each other, and those that did parted
forever. One poor creature sat upon the pedestal in front of the library and acted
as though she were rowing a boat. Occasionally she would rest her oars, rise to
her feet, and, with her hand shading her eyes, look toward the horizon in search of
land. To the old students who understood the situation all this was a great source
of amusement, but not until it was explained to the new students that it was the
Little Theatre Club initiation of the "Goats" that their emotions of bewilderment,
and even sometimes fear, changed to that of enjoyment of the scenes.
Yet, with industry, dignity, and seriousness worthy of any dramatic organization
the club buckled down to business, and as a result produced successfully two three-
act plays and three one-act plays during the year. "The Brat" was given during the
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The Little T.
first semester. The three one-act plays, "Woman Hunted," "Temporary Inmates,"
and "Love in a Park" were presented by the second semester "Goats." In these
plays some real dramatic ability was shown. The last time this year the members
of the Little Theatre Club faced the footlights was in "The First Year" which
was a fitting climax for the year's work. Again the people who looked forward
the Little Theatre play as the big event of the season were not disappointed.
Seated around the banquet table were happy young men and women. Dignified
waiters served the most delicious foods. All partook heartily. Peels of merry
laughter filled the room. Then when all had finished, very entertaining speeches
were heard. In the next scene we find the happy people gliding across the floor,
keeping time to the melodous strains of music that was revibrated by every heart
present. The room was filled with soft, mellow light which displayed beautifully
the artistic decorations. All about were beautiful gowns of every hue, contrasted
by the white bosoms outlined by the conventional black of the dress suits. It was
the annual Little Theatre Club dinner dance.
Under most efficient administration the Little Theatre Club has made wonderful
progress. From time to time the critera for entering the club have become more
rigid. Real dramatic standards have been set up, and things are being carried on in a
business-like way.
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The Little Tteatre Club
ADVISORS
Pearl Buchannan
N. G. Deniston
OFFICERS
Mary Arnold President
James Cornett Vice-President
Frances Searcy Secretary
Charles Ray Treasurer
Henry Arnold ... Business Manager
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The Little Theatre Club — Continued
Orville Hamilton
Mrs. V. K. Burns
Roy Cosby
Frances Searcy
Hargis Hamilton
Charles Ray
Marion Webber
Hollis Matherly
Thelma Moreland
Elva Moffett
Mrs. Batson Mills
Dora Hancock
Walter Moors
Harold Douds
ROLL CALL
Henry Coates
Mary Stoner Combs
Buford Cobb
Margaret Ault
Mary Arnold
Gayle Starns
Henry Arnold
Harold Rutlege
Exta Williams
Mary Daniels
Franees Mason
Thelma Welch
William Tudor
Marion T. Wells
Henry Triplett
Robert Salyers
Sarah Jones
Jesse Kennedy
Margaret Scott
James Cornett
George Burchett
Lucy Commander
Cvrus Green
Batson Mills
Jessie Mae Hammack
Rebecca Fancher
Burnam Davis
Mary Floyd
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Home Economics Club
OFFICERS
Betty Massey, President Nell Pelfrey . .
Mrs. B. L. Bevins Secretary-Treasurer
ident
Adelaide Benton
Mrs. B. L. Bevins
Mary Leu Branham
Valley Carpenter
Loraine Carter
Fannie Mae Castle
Marv Daniels
Phyllis Davis
Edna Denton
Evelyn Ellison
Mrs.' C. H. Farley
Lucille Fightmaster
Elizabeth Flege
Marv Furnish
Evalena Gaines
Susan Helm
Ruth Herndon
MEMBERS
Helen Hines
Dorothv Holbrook
Ruth Johnson
Ruth Knarr
Lydia Ku^ter
Ruth Lee
Betty Massey
Earle Moberly
Louise Moberly
Gail Mosley
Clara Muncy
Inez Nickell
Hazel Oetzel
Emma Osborn
Nellie Owens
Francis Parker
Nell Pelphrey
Bertha Pendleton
Kathelene Plummer
Jennie Ramsey
The]ma Readnower
May Rolland
Bertha Rose
Nell Schellenger
Nannie Shelton
Hester Smith
Nancy Summay
Doris Spillman
Gertrude Talbott
Garnet Talley
Flora Tate
Anne Wash
Mildred Weaver
Elizabeth Watson
One Hundred Ttio
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SOCIETY
One Hundred Three
Roark Literary Society
Charles Alfred
Frazier Adams
John Bailey
Orpha Berger
Imogene Blankenship
Grace Blankenship
Elizabeth Begley
Myrtle Begley
Fannie Begley
A. J. Baldwin
Maud Bryant
Bessie Boone
Anna Brandenburg
Arthur Cross
Clair Cain
Grace Combs
Ollie Combs
Raymond Davis
Anna Everidge
Hester Elliott
ROLL
Fannie Edginton
T. E. Fairchild
Elizabeth Gabbard
Herbert Holbrook
Mary Hutchcraft
Esthel Hatfield
Andrew Holbrook
Mollie Hayes
Stella Hatfield
Henry Hill
Kelly Hampton
Mattie Helton
lohn Jones
Elsie Jones
Lillian Kincaid
Olga Lester
Charles Lawson
Ora Morris
Alma Morris
Delta Mayfield
Myrtle Melton
Howard Noel
Fronia Oatt
Ralph Powers
Charles A. Pettit
Elva Prather
Rubv Richardson
Lena Redmond
Bertha Ramsey
Clifford Raider
Fuson Smith
Herbert Thompson
John Tarter
Hattie Taylor
Beatrice Vaught
Cloyd Wilson
Ruby Watson
Hazel Watson
Lloyd Wilder
Minnie Wilt
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The Madrigal Club
The Madrigal Club of Eastern Teachers College is an organization composed
of female voices selected by the director of music, Mr. John Orr Stewart, Jr. Ap-
plications for membership are received at the beginning of the school year and
arrangements made for individual tryouts.
The candidates are tested for music, voice quality, ear for music, ability to
sing in time, and a knowledge of musical literature.
The Club presented a splendid concert the latter part of May.
Miss Sarah Jones is president of the Club, Alma Dowden is vice-president,
Anna Easley is secretarv and treasurer and Sue Coyle is Librarian.
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Y. M. C. A.
CABINET
Virgil K. Tartar President Clyde Dedman Pianist
Charles Alfred Vice President Charles Plummer
Chairman of Program Committee
Ira Bell Secretary-Treasurer ,, .
' Alvin Roe
Loyd Wilson Sergeant-at-Arms Chairman of Social Committee
MEMBERS
Charles Lawson Charles Alfred
Ralph Powers John Bailey
Charles Richardson Ira iSeli
Alvin Roe Clair Cain
Russell Stepp Clyde Dedman
Allison Sutton Clyde Farley
Curtis Tartar G. N. Hale
John Tartar Kelly Hampton
Virgil K. Tartar French Holbrook
Chester Taylor Bennie Peace
Cecil Washburn Charles Petit
Ray Wright Charles Plummer
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One Hundred Seven
SCENES FROM THE NATIONAL FOX HUNT
One Hundred Eight


The Photographs in this Annual were made
by the McGaughey Studio
[Official Photographs for the E. K. S. N. S. H T. C.)
Additional copies from these pictures
may be had at any time, as all negatives
are kept on file.
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The McGaughey Studio
RICHMOND, KY.
Kodak Finishing
Bring them today; Get them
tomorrow
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JOHNSON MOTOR COMPANY
Chevrolet Sales and Service
Chevrolet
for Economical Transportation
MAIN STREET RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
COULDN'T MAKE THE TEAM
Floyd—I called on my girl the other night and I wasn't any more than
inside the door before her mother asked me my intentions.
Buford—That must have been embarrissing.
Floyd—Yes, but that's not the worst of it. My girl called down stairs
and said, "That isn't the one, mother."
Henry—Let's have a kiss.
Elva—Not on an empty stomach.
Henry—Of course not—right where the last one was.
Education is that thing which enables a man to count up to twenty
without taking off his shoes.
Some girls are like razor blades; they get dull very quickly.
A nearsighted Dean is very popular in the Burnham lobby.
Sleepy Douds (to girls cheering section) : "Come on girls, show them
you're maroon and white supporters."
SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK
MAIN STREET RICHMOND, KY.
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E. V. ELDER
Richmond, Kentucky
The Main Store of Main Street
Richmond's Leading Department Store
Compliments of
STOCKTONS
DRUG STORE
We Clothe the Whole Family
Kodaks, Drugs and
School Supplies
Patronize Our
Advertisers
Richmond Kentucky
Mr. Moberly, noticing a car parked just off the campus, one night,
went up and flashed his light on the inside. "No parking," he said,
"you can't loaf along here."
Adkins—"We're not loafing."
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Owned and Operated by the Institution
STUDENTS' SERVICE STATION
Books, Stationery, Parker Fountain Pens and Pen Repairing
Official Emblem Jewelry
Special Orders Made for Students for Articles Not Carried in Stock
One Hundred Eleven
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Ice cream, the most delicate, the most deli-
cious of foods, now becomes, through Heath-
ization, one of the safest and purest.
Through this scientific discoverywhich forces
ordinary air out of the ice cream freezers
and replaces it with an absolutely sterile at-
mosphere we now insure the purity and good-
ness of our ice cream.
This means that the ice cream you, or your
children, buy at one of our agencies is scien-
tifically safeguarded. That it is finer in tast-
ing qualities than ordinary ice cream—due
to the intensifying of flavors through Keath-
ization. In short, that it is an ice cream of
surpassing purity and goodness.
Ours is the only Heathized Ice Cream made
in this city. It is sold exclusively through
Dixie Dealers
£3m
S2
CREAM
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W. T. SISTRUNK & CO.
Established 1891 Incorporated 1907
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
Fruits— Vegetables—Produce—Groceries—Feed—Confections
Fountain Supplies
(Largest in Central Kentucky)
LEXINGTON - KENTUCKY
Dial—Do vou believe in dreams:
Mary—Sometimes.
Dial—Last night I dreamed that you loved me. What does that mean:
Mary—That you were dreaming.
Just between you, me and the lamp post—what do you see in that girl r
Not a thing. But with the girl between me and the lamp post—well,
that's a different story.
Ira Bell (at a baseball game)—Hey, you, sit down in front.
Capt. Holbrook—I can't. I'm not made that way.
MADISON LAUNDRY
This Laundry gives special attention to Normal
Students and Makes two deliveries a week
LET US HAVE THE WORK
Corner Third and Water Richmond
One Hundred Thirteen
• "WW
" where savings are greatest * *
MAIN STREET RICHMOND, KY.
The Friendly Homey Store Where Students Shop
RULES FOR BURNAM HALL AND CAFETERIA
1
.
Guests are positively forbidden to use meat gravy for a mouth
wash.
2. As a tribute to the Irish, spinach will be served on St. Patrick's day.
3. Gentlemen will be very careful about loosening their belts while
eating. You never can tell when someone will holler fire.
4. Please don't ask for mushrooms. If you feel that way take your
girl to a park.
5. Our soup is furnished by the city, so if you dont like it kick
about it to the water department.
State Bank and Trust Co.
n»*
MAIN STREET RICHMOND, KY.
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Dr. Russel I. Todd
Dentistry and Radiography
%
Buick Bldg. Richmond, Ky.
Phone 73-290
THE PARKETTE
" Treasure Chest of Eats"
We would rather kill the cook than lose
your patronage. We aim to please
and take good aim at the Cook.
Satisfaction guaranteed to all appetites.
The purpose of the Parkette is to make folks
feel like eating, to know that they have
eaten and enjoy the food and the
time spent in
—
THE PARKETTE
SPRING HAS CAME
And with it April—Including April 1st.
We never could tell any difference between an April fool and a May,
June, July, or an all year 'round one. But the April fool gets more
publicity.
There may be some seasonable reason why April 1st is more fruitful
of foolishness than the other 364 days of the year, but if there is, we
don't know it. As far as we've been able to observe, foolishness knows
no reasonable fluctuations.
Why a man should be called a fool for kicking a hat with a brick
inside of it en April 1st—rather than on New Years day, remains a
mystery. Of course this is a minor matter, never more serious than a
broken toe, fcot or leg.
But true to tradition there must be poems of spring. This one is en-
titled "Sprig Sog" alias "Don't Get Your Feet Wet."
Sprig, Sprig, glorious Sprig,
I got a colt ad everythig;
I took off mv heavy underthig,
Oh, I was a fool.
I got an awful colt in my het,
Wed id the raid and got all wet;
I'm wriding his poeb id my bet
—
Oh, I was a fool.
The famous GORDON V LINE—hose—smart distinctive, flattering
lovely colors—sheer and medium weights.
Our cordial treatment awaits you—
OWEN McKEE
One Hundred Fifteen
CENTRAL RESTAURANT
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Serve Best Meals in Town at Reasonable Prices
Quality and Service our Motto
Eat with us and save money
Special Reduction on Meal Tickets
A LAWYERS LOVE LYRIC
A party of the second part,
Has surely trespassed on my heart;
Assumed the right to search and seize,
Occupied the premises;
Didn't have a lein or writ,
This the evidence, to wit:
Beyond a reasonable doubt
If a third party steps her out,
My appetite becomes less hearty,
Remaining thus while I'm ex parte;
When she's wothin my jurisdiction
For all the other dames—eviction.
I pray that judgment in the case
May grant me endless days of Grace.
But even tho my suit is nil,
I'll always be her own true Bill.
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One Hundred Twenty
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